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Bond Rout May Trump GOP Stimulus
to Drive Stocks Higher

Control of the White House, the Senate, and House of Representatives by one party
is a rare thing; thank our fickle populace, which can almost always find fault with the
status quo. President Obama, now readying to exit the national stage, enjoyed two years
of three-way dominance. The middle years of the eight-year George W. Bush presidency
also featured dominance by a single party.

DOMINANCE VERSUS HEGEMONY
President Obama used his brief window of Washington hegemony to enact his signature
piece of legislation, the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Dodd-Frank was also signed into
law during this period, in July 2010. While George Bush is less identified with signature
legislation, his four-year period of Washington hegemony enabled him to keep prosecut-
ing a war that was growing increasingly unpopular.

Donald Trump enters the White House in January 2017 having secured the final
part of the three-way prize; the Congress has been in GOP hands since 2011 (House) and
2015 (Senate). The new President has promised to make good on his campaign promises,
which include comprehensive reform and simplification of income taxes; stricter immi-
gration policies and deportation of illegal aliens; fairer trade policies and cancellation of prior trade deals; revision or repeal of
ACA; and infrastructure investment. With Congress and particularly the House in firm control, the new President will look to
make good on these promises quickly.

The election of a new president usually sparks a relief rally, regardless of the winner. But to keep the market moving
higher after the November-December honeymoon (already the market’s best two months), the citizenry and investors have to
believe that any change will ultimately be beneficial.

We believe the President’s policy plans, even if only partly enacted, will keep the stock market moving higher at least into
mid-year 2017. Infrastructure investment, a Keynesian prescription and thus not a typical Republican approach, is fiscal policy
that would stimulate the economy directly. Democrats see tax reform as tilted toward the rich and less likely to prove stimula-
tive. The jury is also out on whether this “Art of the Deal” president can really reshape trade policy to our benefit. Assuming
some amount of success, enactment of all of these policies will provide a boost to growth.

Our research also demonstrates that since 1945, the S&P 500 has averaged its best annual capital appreciation (10.0%) in
periods of Washington hegemony (three of three controlled by one party). Since 1945, periods in which one party is dominant
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(two of three controlled) on average result in lower annual
capital appreciation: 6.1% with Democrats dominant, and
7.1% with Republicans dominant.

But these policies, along with no reduction in entitle-
ment spending, will also expand the annual federal budget
deficit, which is sure to cause some Tea Party howling.
And these policies will further rouse already awakened
inflation. Our analysis indicates that inflation, once un-
leashed, almost always crimps returns in the stock market
until it is returned to its cage.

PUTTING THE CURRENT
BOND ROUT IN PERSPECTIVE
Ultimately, though, the biggest tailwind to stocks may not
come from specific presidential policies. It may come from
the collateral damage of these new policies to the bond
market, which is experiencing what can only be called a
rout. At least $1 trillion has exited the $43 trillion global
bond market since the surprising Trump win.

The questions before investors have important im-
plications for investment strategy and particularly asset
allocation going forward. Simply put, is this another epi-
sodic spike in rates, to be followed by retracement? Or is
this the beginning of a significant shift away from bonds
as the economy heats up, inflation rekindles, and rates are
pushed higher to prevent overheating?

Certainly, brief episodic rate rallies have happened
before. In the past five years, the bond market has experi-
enced periods similar to the present in which the 10-year
Treasury yield has risen above 2.0% and even 2.25%. In
all of these cases, 10-year yields have eventually retreated.
The reasons rate rallies are followed by yield retracement
are many, and that is likely why it keeps happening.

With the deficit running at one-quarter peak levels,
Treasury market issuance is down, creating a demand/sup-
ply scenario pushing up demand. Global terror events, re-
gional economic crises, even something as (formerly) rou-
tine as dollar strength have been enough to trigger safe-
haven demand for U.S. Treasuries. The biggest ceiling on
U.S. bond yields may simply come from the low level of
global rates. With austerity dead & buried in Europe, Ja-
pan and China, and with some form of monetary stimulus
(usually quantitative easing) now the norm worldwide, the
level pond of low and even negative global rates has kept
U.S. rates from floating higher.

SIGNS OF A SEISMIC SHIFT?
There are signs, however, this is more than a brief bond
rout and may actually be the beginning of the long-fore-
cast great unwinding in the bond market. The U.S. is the
big train in the global economy and the federal govern-
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ment is the engine. The Trump Administration is not even
in office yet, and investors are anticipating a multi-year
policy shift. Any fiscal stimulus will take a while to enact
and years to play out. Thus, even the usual geopolitical
flare-ups that send investors back into U.S. Treasuries may
be insufficient to derail this long train of stimulus and its
effects on rates and inflation.

Fiscal stimulus will be applied to an economy that is
far from standing still. The current President, though he
has masked it, may be feeling some bitter irony that the
economic environment he has been so thoroughly excori-
ated for is actually pretty good.

Advance 3Q16 GDP, at 2.9%, was the highest in two
years. Based on recent retail sales data and revisions, stron-
ger personal consumption expenditures will be hiked from
an advance 2.1%, likely causing preliminary 3Q16 GDP
to exceed the holy grail of 3.0%. S&P 500 earnings growth
finally swung to positive in 3Q16 after six down quarters,
and is poised for much stronger growth going forward.

CONCLUSION
Even without a big dose of fiscal stimulus, the Fed regarded
the domestic economy as showing sufficient acceleration
to warrant a quarter-point hike in the fed funds and dis-
counts rates come December. While the bond rout has re-
ally taken off since the election, the ground was laid in
prior months for a December hike by improving condi-
tions.

We would be cautious in the bond market in this en-
vironment. In the equity space, we have long prioritized
dividend growth over high-yield; our caution is even higher
at present. In coming weeks, we will analyze how the new
President’s policies will impact growth, earnings and in-
flation. For the interim, we think post-election relief, prom-
ises of fiscal stimulus, rotation out of bonds, and normal
seasonal stock strength are likely to keep stocks moving
higher into year-end.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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